September – December 2021 FSLC Partners’ Plans. Cluster Objective 3. Enhance the resilience of vulnerable people by restoring agriculture and non-agriculture livelihoods

**PLANNED OPERATIONAL PRESENCE**

### Luhanska GCA**
- **Partners**: Shchastynsky, FAO
- **Activities**: Trainings, capacity-building (non-agricultural) 62%, Training and advisory services (agricultural) 29%
- **Locations**: Luhanska GCA 4,054, Donetska GCA 2,209, Zaporizka 1,582
- **Grants**: Livelihood agricultural grants and assets 3%, Livelihood non-agricultural grants (household level) 1%
- **Targeted in 2021 HRP**: 10K

### Donetska GCA**
- **Partners**: Bakhmutsky, FAO, PIN
- **Activities**: Trainings, capacity-building (non-agricultural) 62%
- **Locations**: Bakhmutskyi FAO, Kramatorskyi FAO, IOM, UNDP
- **Grants**: Livelihood non-agricultural grants (household level) 1%
- **Targeted in 2021 HRP**: 8K

### Khersonska
- **Partners**: Kakhovskyi, UNDP
- **Activities**: Livelihood non-agricultural grants (household level) 1%
- **Locations**: Location TBC
- **Funding confirmed for beneficiaries planned to be assisted**

### Zaporizka
- **Partners**: Berdianskyi, FAO, UNDP
- **Activities**: Trainings, capacity-building (non-agricultural) 62%
- **Locations**: Berdianskyi FAO, Polohivsky FAO
- **Funding confirmed for beneficiaries planned to be assisted**

**FUNDING**
- **52%** Funding confirmed for beneficiaries planned to be assisted
- **By location**: 62% for Luhanska GCA, 78% for Donetska GCA, 100% for Kheronska, 100% for Zaporizka

**PEOPLE PLANNED TO BE ASSISTED**
- **10K** targeted in 2021 HRP
- **8K** planning figure*

**By location**
- Luhanska GCA: 4,054
- Donetska GCA: 2,209
- Zaporizka: 1,582
- Khersonska: 565

**Planned activities**
- Trainings, capacity-building (non-agricultural) 62%
- Training and advisory services (agricultural) 29%
- Provision of in-kind livelihood assets 3%
- Job creation grants (enterprise level) 3%
- Livelihood agricultural grants and assets 3%
- Livelihood non-agricultural grants (household level) 1%
- Promote community level resilience to shocks 0.5%

**PARTNERS**
- FSL Cluster partners shared plans on restoring livelihoods

---

*This dashboard captures information based on partners’ inputs as of September 2021
**Government Controlled Areas
***Non-Government Controlled Areas
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